
199-F and Z1 bearing removal (front)
1. For 199, remove end cap with two 5 mm hex wrenches, insert 10 mm hex wrench into axle 
and remove the second end cap. (Fig. 1)
For Z1, remove end caps with Pliers.

2. For 199, install TK-F6802-3 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented then slide 
TK-6 through the hub axle. 
For Z1, install TK-R6802-3 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented then slide 
TK-6 through the hub axle. (Fig. 2)
3. Thread TK-F6802-4 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig. 2)
4. Use 5 mm hex wrench on side of TK-6 and thread in handle to TK-F6802-4. (Fig. 2)
5. Grasp the hex wrench and turn handle in clockwise direction until the axle is loose. (Fig. 2)

6. Unthread TK-F6802-4 and remove bearing removal tool from hub then and remove hub 
axle from hub body.
7. Remove bearing from hub axle and reinstall hub axle without bearing.
8. Install TK-F6802-3 onto TK-6 and slide through the hub on the opposite side. (Fig. 3)
9. Thread TK-F6802-4 onto TK-6 and turn until axle becomes loose. (Fig. 3)

10. Unthread TK-F6802-4 and remove tool and axle from hub.
11. Remove bearing from hub axle.

199-F and Z1 bearing Installation (front)
1. Place bearing on hub axle and pass through hub body then place second bearing in hub. 
(Fig. 4)

2. Slide TK-F6802-1 onto TK-6, making sure it is correctly oriented then slide TK-6 through 
the hub axle. (Fig. 5)
3. Thread TK-F6802-2 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig. 5)
4. Thread in handle to TK-F6802-1 then use 5 mm hex wrench on side of TK-6 to turn in a 
clockwise direction. (Fig. 5)

5. Twist handles until both bearings are no longer visible.
6. Use a torque wrench to tighten TK-6 with 3.6 Nm of force.
7. Unthread TK-F6802-2 from TK-6 and remove tool from hub.
8. Check that the bearings have been properly installed and that there is no play in the axle 
then reinstall end caps. (Fig. 6)

199-R and Z1 bearing removal (rear)
1. For 199, remove end cap with two 5 mm hex wrenches, insert 10 mm hex wrench into axle 
and remove the second end cap. (Fig. 7)
For Z1, remove end caps with Pliers.

2. Remove cassette body and washer. (Fig. 8)

3. For 199, install TK-R6902-1 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented then slide 
TK-6 through the hub axle from the non-drive side of the hub. (Fig.9)
For Z1, install TK-R6802-3 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented then slide 
TK-6 through the hub axle from the non-drive side of the hub. (Fig.9)
4. Thread TK-F-R onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig.9)
5. Thread in handle to TK-F-R and use 6 mm hex wrench to turn TK-6 clockwise until hub 
axle is loose. (Fig. 9)

6. Remove TK-F-R and from TK-6.
7. Remove bearing from hub axle but don’t remove hub axle from hub body.
8. Install TK-R6902-3 onto TK-6 and slide through the hub from the drive side, making sure 
the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig. 10)
9. Thread on TK-F-R and thread in handle. (Fig. 10)
10. Use 6 mm hex wrench to turn TK-6 clockwise until bearing is loose. (Fig. 10)

11. Unthread TK-F-R and remove axle from hub and bearing from axle.

199-R and Z1 bearing Installation (rear)
1. Place bearing (6902) on hub axle and pass through hub body from the drive side of the 
hub. (Fig. 11)

2. For 199, slide TK-R6902-1 onto TK-6, making sure it is correctly oriented then slide TK-6 
through the hub axle from the non-drive side. (Fig. 12)
For Z1, slide TK-R6802-3 onto TK-6, making sure it is correctly oriented then slide TK-6 
through the hub axle from the non-drive side. (Fig. 12)
3. Thread TK-R6902-2 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig. 12)
4. Thread in handle to TK-R6902-2 then use 6 mm hex wrench on side of TK-6 to turn in a 
clockwise direction. (Fig. 12)

5. Tighten until outer edges of bearing is flush with hub body.
6.  Unthread TK-R6902-2 from TK-6 and remove tool from hub.
7. Place second bearing (6802) in hub. (Fig. 13)
8. Slide TK-F6802-1 onto TK-6, making sure it is correctly oriented then slide TK-6 through 
the hub axle from the non-drive side. (Fig. 13)
9. Thread TK-R6902-2 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig. 13)
10. Thread in handle to TK-R6902-2 then use 6 mm hex wrench on side of TK-6 to turn in a 
clockwise direction. (Fig. 13)

11. Tighten until outer edges of bearing is flush with hub body.
12. Use a torque wrench to tighten TK-6 with 3.6 Nm of force.
13. Unthread TK-R6902-2 from TK-6 and remove tool from hub.
14. Check that the bearings have been properly installed and that there is no play in the axle.
15. Reinstall washer and cassette body then install the end caps, ensuring they are on the 
correct side. Tighten end caps with 6 Nm of force. (Fig. 14)
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1981-F, 1971-F and 5201-F 
Arsenal, Arsenal Q and Arsenal Q-Pro bearing removal (front)
1. Remove end caps with pliers. (Fig. 1)

2. Install TK-F699-3 onto TK-5, making sure the bit is correctly oriented then slide TK-5 
through the hub axle (Fig. 2)
3. Thread TK-F699-4 onto TK-5, making sure the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig. 2)
4. Use 5 mm hex wrench on side of TK-5 and thread in handle to TK-F699-4. (Fig. 2)
5. Grasp the hex wrench and turn handle in clockwise direction until the axle is loose. (Fig. 2)

6. Unthread TK-F699-4 and remove bearing removal tool from hub then and remove hub             
axle from hub body.
7. Remove bearing from hub axle and reinstall hub axle without bearing.
8. Install TK-F699-3 onto TK-5 and slide through the hub on the opposite side. (Fig. 3)
9. Thread TK-F699-4 onto TK-5 and turn until axle becomes loose. (Fig. 3)

10. Unthread TK-F699-4 and remove tool and axle from hub.
11. Remove bearing from hub axle.

1981-F, 1971-F and 5201-F 
Arsenal, Arsenal Q and Arsenal Q-Pro bearing installtion (front)
1. Place bearing on hub axle and pass through hub body then place second bearing in hub. 
(Fig. 4)

2. Slide TK-F699-1 onto TK-5, making sure it is correctly oriented then slide TK-5 through 
the hub axle. (Fig. 5)
3. Thread TK-F699-2 onto TK-5, making sure the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig. 5)
4. Thread in handle to TK-F699-2 then use 5 mm hex wrench on side of TK-5 to turn in a 
clockwise direction. (Fig. 5)

5. Twist handles until both bearings are no longer visible.
6. Use a torque wrench to tighten TK-5 with 3.6 Nm of force.
7. Unthread TK-F699-2 from TK-5 and remove tool from hub.
8. Check that the bearings have been properly installed and that there is no play in the axle 
then reinstall end caps. (Fig. 6)

1981-R, 1971-R and 5201-R 
Arsenal, Arsenal Q and Arsenal Q-Pro bearing removal (rear)
1. Remove end cap with two 5 mm hex wrenches, insert 10 mm hex wrench into axle and 
remove the second end cap. (Fig. 7)
2. Remove cassette body and washer. (Fig. 8)
3. Install TK-R6802-3 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented then slide TK-6 
through the hub axle from the non-drive side of the hub. (Fig. 9)
4. Thread TK-F-R onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig. 9)
5. Thread in handle to TK-F-R and use 6 mm hex wrench to turn TK-6 clockwise until hub 
axle is loose. (Fig. 9)
6. Remove TK-F-R and from TK-6.
7. Remove bearing from hub axle but don’t remove hub axle from hub body.

8. Install TK-R6902-3 onto TK-6 and slide through the hub from the drive side, making sure 
the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig. 10)
9. Thread on TK-F-R and thread in handle. (Fig. 10)
10. Use 6 mm hex wrench to turn TK-6 clockwise until bearing is loose. (Fig. 10)

11. Unthread TK-F-R and remove axle from hub and bearing from axle.

1981-R, 1971-R and 5201-R 
Arsenal, Arsenal Q and Arsenal Q-Pro bearing installation (rear)
1. Place bearing on hub axle and pass through hub body then place second bearing in hub. 
(Fig. 11)

2. Slide TK-R6802-1 onto TK-6, making sure it is correctly oriented then slide TK-6 through 
the hub axle from the non-drive side. (Fig. 12)
3. For 1981 or 5201, thread TK-R6802-2 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented. 
For 1971, thread TK-R6902-2 onto TK-6, making sure the bit is correctly oriented. (Fig. 12)
4. Thread in handle to TK-R6802-2 then use 6 mm hex wrench on side of TK-6 to turn in a 
clockwise direction. (Fig. 12)

5. Tighten until outer edges of bearings are flush with hub body.
6. Use a torque wrench to tighten TK-6 with 3.6 Nm of force.
7. Unthread TK-R6802-2 from TK-6 and remove tool from hub.
8. Check that the bearings have been properly installed and that there is no play in the axle.
9. Reinstall washer and cassette body then install the end caps, ensuring they are on the 
correct side. Tighten end caps with 6 Nm of force. (Fig. 13)
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